MAHPERD 2018
Elementary PE Sharing
Stealing the donuts
students tag the person on scooters and take the donuts.

Hungry hippos with scooters and balls. Using a milk crate for each team.


The field after a snow. Walk a wagon wheel shape. Trudging through the snow makes kids tired. Fox and geese game. Fox dens? Going outside the paths is not allowed. Has been done with snowshoes and XC skis.

Book about rock paper scissors. A good addition to any activity that has to do with Rock paper scissors.

Rock paper scissors fitness stations, similar to RPS around the world.

Giants wizards and elves.

Extreme rock paper scissors. Positive posse. Folks are following around whoever beat them.
Rock paper scissors evolution. Students start on the floor.

Egg, chicken, Dinosaur and super bird.

Knock out variation for basketball. King of the court. One on one battle. Try to stay at the same hoop as long as you can.

Omnikin ball tag. Teacher rolls the ball. Roller Ball. If a student gets tagged, a classmate has to high five.

Look up a video on Indiana Jones game with Omnikin.

Train Track, keeping the ball on the track made by the legs of students. Race to the end of the line to get it all the way around the gym. Teacher moves the ball. Try not to have the ball derail.

Locomotor skills game. Stop and go to a cone roll a number and go to the middle. Roll a higher number than before and it's a jail break. Trying to stay in and avoid the number rolled. Pacing.

Cardinal directions in addition to the game above.

Turkey game around Thanksgiving. Points for being cooperative. Keep a running score. Bringing in non-perishable food item.